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H
 

This guide will provide you with great travel

ideas, prompts to create family discussions

about travel and future travel destinations wish

lists.  Our goal is for you to use this guide as you

discuss with your family what your travel bucket

list looks like.  

 

You will learn everything that you need to know

about travelling with kids, get some great travel

tips, as well as a family packing list. As

professional travel advisors, my team and I have

put this together to help you start dreaming

about travel and when you are ready to start

planning, we are here to make it happen. We

look forward to your feedback and making your

travel dreams come true.

              

                     ello Travellers!

Thank you for downloading our Guide to Stress

Free Family Vacations.  I am Clara Power and

the owner of Power Travel.   We are a Travel

Agency that works with families to plan

phenomenal family vacations, curated just for

you! 

As you have downloaded this guide, I am going

to assume that you probably already love to

travel. If you are anything like us at Power Travel,

you think and dream about it often!  You

probably have already taken a few trips before

your family grew to include children, but now

you realize that travel has changed and there is

so much more to consider.   Or maybe you are

thinking about your first vacation ever and don’t

know where to start.   There is so much

information out there that sifting through the

clutter has become a little overwhelming.

Clara
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In the fast-paced lives we lead, sometimes family vacations are the only time that we can slow down

and be present.   Research shows time and time again that spending time together as a family is

crucial to raising well-rounded children. Travelling with kids has so many benefits including:

Benefits of  Family Travel

©2019 BIZ NAME, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVEDWWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM

Befriending sea lions in the Galapagos or white-

water rafting in the  Pyrenees, these are the

precious memories that you’ll all laugh about

around the dinner table for years to come. Kids

grow up fast, getting more and more

independent by the second.  Making the most

of these shared moments and developing those

relationships is vital to their growth.

Bringing your  Family Together.

Taking a holiday from your usual  family routine

can save you all from a burnout. After your

adventure, you’ll return to work or school feeling

refreshed, relaxed and ready to take on the next

chapter. Sticking to the norm year after year can

become boring and can even have a negative

impact on your state of mind. Sometimes not

having a schedule to adhere to for a few days or

a week, is just what the mind needs.

A Break is Good for the  Mind.
Meet the local people, tuck into regional

delicacies, seek out traditions and learn

something about the history of your destination.

You could even give a new language a go!

Sharing what you’ve learned with each other will

increase your chances of remembering more,

as you each take in different aspects.  School is

beyond the four walls of a classroom – you can

learn from a book, but it is much more impactful

when you experience it yourself.

Holidays are Educational.

Research shows that children who travel tend to

have higher awareness of the world around

them. Knowing how to navigate an airport, being

exposed to other cultures, people and cuisines,

all help to build self-esteem and character. In

addition, spending quality time as a family results

in children being more self-confident and

sociable, making it easier for them to build long

lasting relationships due to their confidence.

Helps Build Self-Esteem.
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     ometimes deciding on where to go on a family vacation can be

challenging.  Each family member may have a different idea or

 objective as to what would make the perfect vacation for them.  Some

may want to just chill, while others want to be active.  Getting children

involved in the vacation planning process is integral to ensuring everyone

contributes their input and enjoys their vacation.  

Here are some vacation possibilities to get the conversation started 

and some questions to ask your family to help narrow down 

the countless vacation options.

WWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM

Family  Vacation Ideas

S
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             hen traveling with little ones, going to a

tropical destination is often a good first

introduction to traveling. Normally only between

a 3 to 5-hour flight, you can be on an island

getaway where you do not need to do any

cooking, cleaning or planning for the duration of

the vacation.  

These types of trips are perfect for beach, pool

and sunshine lovers who are looking for

downtime. Although R&R is the main goal of a

tropical destination getaway, there are many

islands that offer cultural, educational, and fun

excursions for exploring the country you are

visiting.   It could be an excursion to a Mayan

Temple or a catamaran tour to learn about the

local sea life. Or maybe it’s the "Meet the

People Program" in Jamaica where you can

spend the day with a local family and learning

about their life.   The possibilities are endless! 

Do you have a particular island or location

that you are interested in?

Is there anything specific that you would

like to do?

Do you prefer a big resort or a small

resort?   Are you okay with needing to

take a trolley to get around?

Do you spend more time at the pool or

the beach?

Do you have any allergies or dietary

restrictions that need to be taken into

consideration?

What type of kid amenities do you

require?   For example, kids clubs,

waterparks, babysitting, stroller friendly,

separate sleeping area for the baby etc.

When determining where to go on a tropical

vacation, these are some of the things you

will want to discuss with your family.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Where To Go Next?
TROPICAL DESTINATION TRAVEL IDEAS

W

At Power Travel we vis it  Mexico & the Caribbean 8-10 t imes per year and

conduct 30-40 hotel  inspections annual ly.  We share our f i rst hand experience

with our cl ients to ensure that you vis it  the best resort and is land to suit  your

needs. We also have connections with many resorts so you are treated l ike the

VIP's that you are!

Pro Tip:
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Understanding your travel needs and wants, will help

narrow down the available island and resort options.  As

there are so many resorts to choose from, it can be

overwhelming.   Here are some of our favourite resort

chains and why we love them for families.

Azul Beach Resorts – located in Mexico and Jamaica.

These resorts provide amazing food and offer all the

baby amenities you will need from strollers, highchairs,

baby monitors and bottle sterilizers.  They also specialize

in handling dietary restrictions and allergies. 

Dreams or Now Resorts - located in Mexico, Dominican

Republic, Costa Rica, Panama and Curacao.     Perfect

for multi-generational groups as they offer a variety of

room categories including connecting rooms and suite

options to make everyone happy.  Pro tip – upgrade to

Preferred Club for additional services, amenities and

restaurants that are exclusive to club guests.
 
Nickelodeon Punta Cana – which kid doesn't want to

spend the night in SpongeBob’s Pineapple!   This resort

has great food and a waterpark as well. Although

Nickelodeon themed, it is still very lovely and

sophisticated. 
  
Hyatt Ziva Resorts – located in Mexico, Dominican

Republic and Jamaica.   The service here can not be

beat; all locations are updated, modern and offer a

higher-level experience. 5 stars all the way. 

Hard Rock Resorts – located in Mexico and Dominican

Republic.  These resorts are perfect for the movers and

shakers who love music and a lively atmosphere.   Our

favourite would be Hard Rock Los Cabos.  

Beaches Resorts – located in Turks and Caicos and

Jamaica. One-Of-A-Kind Luxury Experience with baby

clubs, kids club and teens clubs, waterparks and great

beaches. Kids also love the Sesame Street characters

that are found around the properties.  

Palace Resorts – located in Mexico and Jamaica.  Great

for the little ones and the teens as they offer activities for

every age group. Our favourite is the Grand at Moon

Palace which is the ultimate in luxury & service.  

Atlantis Paradise Island Resort  - located in the Bahamas.  Although not all inclusive, this is a great resort

with the most amazing waterpark and huge casino. The Atlantis Kids Adventure Club is so amazing that

your kids will be begging you to take them there.
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       ave the little ones in your family been talking about princesses and Mickey Mouse?  Do you

have thrill seekers in the group who love roller-coasters?  Theme parks offer a variety of activities

for everyone to enjoy.  

Theme Park Vacations can be fun, but also exhausting so if looking for this type of holiday, keep

in mind that you will be on the go with lots of stimulation (ie. bring your walking shoes!). Theme

parks are perfect for travellers of all ages who are looking for an active and memorable vacation

and not for those who are looking to just relax and unwind.   Theme park vacations usually

require a significant amount of planning that needs to be done in advance, so the use of an

experienced travel planner is invaluable for these types of getaways.   Here are some theme

park ideas to get you dreaming and determine which is the best choice for your family:

With 4 different theme parks and 2 water parks, WDW takes between 5-10 days

to explore (and you probably will still not get everything done!).  WDW is perfect

for children of all ages looking for characters, rides and all the magic.   Pro tip –

kids under 3 years old are free so that’s a great way to take advantage of some

price savings.

Walt Disney World,  Florida

WWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM

Where To Go Next? 
THEME PARK TRAVEL IDEAS H

3 days is usually enough for Disneyland and California Adventure Park, so visiting

these parks is usually combined with another area of California, maybe LA or San

Diego?   Similar to WDW in Orlando but on a much smaller scale making it an

easier introduction to the World of Disney. Disneyland is also the first Disney park

built & designed by Walt himself making it an extra special visit.

Disneyland, California

Did you know that i f  you book your Disney tr ip with Power Travel,  we offer ful l

concierge level  service including dining restaurant recommendations,

personal ized i t inerary, advance dining reservat ions and assistance with fastpass+

reservat ions at no addit ional  charge? 

Pro Tip:
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If you have Lego enthusiasts in your family, these parks are not to be

missed.  You will be amazed by the larger than life Lego models and

rides all themed around Lego.  Did you know that there is such thing

as a Lego Hotel?  It truly is one of a kind!

Lego Land in California &  Florida

This theme park is for the space fans! Once you start exploring, the

learning opportunities are endless.   Have you ever wondered how

astronauts go to the bathroom in space? Visit this park to find out! 

 Also, don't forget to sign up to have lunch with an astronaut - it will

definitely be the highlight of your visit. 

Kennedy Space Centre Cape Canaveral, Florida

Disneyland parks can be found in Paris, Tokyo, Hong Kong and

Shanghai.  These theme parks are perfect add on’s to city trips you

may be taking  Be sure to ask us about our very unique visit to

Disneyland Hong Kong. 

Disneyland - around the world 

This theme park offers it all - rides, attractions and lots of educational

opportunities to learn and watch sea life.   Usually 1 or 2 days is

enough and then you can take some time to explore the nearby zoo

or famous beaches.

Sea  World,  San Diego, California

With 3 parks to explore including a waterpark, Universal is perfect for

kids 7+ and the Harry Potter fans in the family.  Universal is full of thrill

rides so be sure to bring your sense of adventure (and some

gravol!). Although there are sections of the park that offer activities

for the youngest ones in your party, the parks themselves are best

suited for kids who are a little older.  Pro tip –  purchase the park to

park ticket so you can ride the Hogwarts Express which is a magical

train that connects both Universal and Island of Adventure theme

parks.

Universal, Orlando
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      ruising is a great way to take a family

vacation. There are cruise lines that offers

something for everyone.  Kids’ clubs offer fun

activities for your children on sea days and

some cruise lines even offer kid focused shore

excursions. Cruise Lines even offer party

nights so the parents can have a nice evening

to themselves.

Not only is the ship that you choose very

important, but so is the cabin.  Not all cabins

are created equal and vary from cruise line to

cruise line.  Some offer connecting rooms and

extended balconies. Some offer new tricked-

out suites furnished with karaoke machines

and board games. There truly is something

available for every need, taste and budget.

Where To Go Next? 
CRUISING TRAVEL IDEAS 

C    
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The act iv i t ies aboard a ship truly

are endless. Want to try. . . .

Ice skat ing at sea?

Surf waves on board a ship?

Splash and sl ide at a water park?

Go-kart ing?

High ropes?

Walk the plank over the side of

the ship?
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When determining the best cruise line and ship, questions to ask your family include:

Where do you want to cruise? Caribbean, Mediterranean, Alaska, Northern Europe, or Asia?

How long do you want to cruise?   There are sailings that range from 3-4 days, 7 days, 10

days, and around the world cruises that last as long as 120 days. 

Do you prefer a particular cruise line?  If so, why or why not?

Are there particular ports of calls (cities or islands) that you are looking to visit? 

Do you have a particular port of embarkation that you are interested in?  This is especially

important if you plan to add a pre or post land stay to your cruise.

What type of cabin category are you looking for? Inside, Oceanview, Balcony or a Suite that

offers extra perks and amenities like private butlers, VIP services, expedited embarkation

and disembarkation etc. 

Are you looking for a larger ship with lots of dining options and amenities?  Do you prefer a

smaller, more intimate ship which offers a more personalized service?

What type of excursions or activities do you want to do?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

WWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM

Some of our favourite cruise lines for families:

Disney Cruise Lines

Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines  

Norwegian Cruise Lines

Celebrity Cruise Lines

Princess Cruise Lines 

Paul Gauguin Cruises 

AMA waterways for family river

cruising

POWER TRAVEL |   416.996.6849     |  WWW.POWERTRAVEL.CA

At Power Travel, we have sailed most of the popular cruise lines and experienced

various itineraries.  We can give you the first-hand experience and insight that

you can't get elsewhere.  We also ensure you get the best value possible and

offer extra perks that you won't get by booking on your own.

Pro Tip:
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Where To Go Next? 
EUROPE TRAVEL IDEAS 
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      urope is a great destination for food, history, and food. It is also a great way for your kids to

see and walk around the history they learned about in school. Although there are some

cultural differences between North America and Europe, the culture shock value is not as

significant as other continents, so it is quite easy for children to acclimatize to their new

surroundings.   There are multiple ways to explore Europe, and together as a family you can

decide which is the best way to travel for your family.

E

Cruising
Cruise ships are normally in a new city each day, allowing you to get

the most out of  Europe without having to pack and unpack multiple

times. A huge benefit to cruising is that it allows you to visit multiple

destinations in a short time. 

We find European Cruises perfect for families as everything is taken

care of and there is minimal guesswork involved.   There are many

ocean cruises that are geared for families that we discussed earlier.

River Cruising is also becoming popular and AMA Waterways offers

options in association with Adventures by Disney.
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Escorted tour companies provide guided/organized trips through a

particular country or multiple countries.   Companies like Globus,

Adventures by Disney,Trafalgar, and G Adventures, make traveling

easy and fun for families.  Escorted tours are a great way to travel

with a group of people who are also traveling with their kids. Each

escorted tour company offers different styles of travel and

itineraries, each with its own unique benefits.  

When you are taking an escorted tour, you are on the tours’

schedule which can often mean early mornings and quick

excursions. The best benefit of an escorted tour is that you and the

kids will make some great friends along the way and see a lot in a

shorter prior of time. 

WWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM

Escorted  Travel

Customized itineraries are curated and personalized itineraries for

your family.  These are best when prepared by a professional.  There

are no 2 identical vacations as each family has its own unique travel

desires and interests.  If you want to travel to Italy with your kids, we

can set your family up on private tours, pizza or gelato making

classes or even gladiator training! 

Customized itineraries can be as short or as long as you wish and

can include all your accommodations, transfers, activities, car

rentals, etc.   When planning, every single detail is taken care of to

make sure that you don’t need to worry about where to go next and

you can focus on your kids and having fun.  Traveling on your own is

great if you want to spend multiple days in each destination and pick

and choose specific cities or towns that are on your wish list. 

This type of travel can be done on any budget and can include small,

family run accommodations or 5 stars hotels. With both cruises and

group travel, you must follow the timeframe that they give you, but

when you do it on your own you can really explore the city you are in

and be as busy or as slow-paced as you wish.

Customized  Itineraries

POWER TRAVEL |   416.996.6849     |  WWW.POWERTRAVEL.CA

Popular European countries for families:

Italy  

Greece

Spain

Portugal       

England

Scotland

Ireland

Germany 

Croatia     

Switzerland 

and more……
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        xotic Adventures are great for when kids get a little

bit older, have longer attention spans and can endure

longer plane rides. These types of trips are generally

longer (10 days, 2 weeks or even a month!) and are

perfect for summer holidays or school breaks. 

Exotic travel can include cultural, historical, or

adventurous activities and are usually more expensive

than a beach or European holiday.  Exotic travel usually

involves bucket list destinations and once in a lifetime

type of activities.  Some popular destinations include: 

Iceland – so much to see and do including the famous

Blue Lagoon and Northern Lights. Lots of hiking and

active activities. 

African Safari- countries like South Africa, Botswana, or

Kenya offer some amazing experiences, animal

sightings and cultural lessons.  You will never forget

that sunset game drive. 

Asia – Thailand and Japan are both fantastic for kids!

So much to see and expeirence. 
  
Costa Rica –perfect for the nature lovers. 
       
Australia – great balance of city, culture, outback and

water play.

Galapagos – perfect for animal lovers and for exploring

the unexplored.

Dubai and Abu Dhabi– great introduction to the Middle

East.

For those adventurous types,  fun and unique

activities can be planned.  Ask your kids if they

would like to try:

1 |  Name Of Biz

Where To Go Next? 
EXOTIC TRAVEL IDEAS?

E

Biking

Bungee Jumping

Dog Sledding

Hang Gliding

Hiking

Horseback or Camel Riding

Hot Air Balloon Rides

Scuba Diving

Surfing

Swimming with the Sharks

White  Water Rafting

Volcano Trekking

Whale Watching

Zip Lining
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         t Power Travel we usually talk about family

vacations, but we also understand the

importance of Mom and Dad getting away

together for a couples’ vacation too! 

Its been proven time and time again that kid-free

vacations benefit couples tremendously, as well

as the entire family. And we aren't talking about

anecdotal proof based on chatting with friends,

we’re talking about actual scientific studies.

According to a study commissioned by the US

Travel Association, “couples who travel together

are significantly more satisfied with their

relationships, enjoying better sex and improved

romance long after the trip ends.”

If you’re thinking about an adult only holiday,

things to consider when planning would be:

Secrets Resorts

Breathless Resorts

Hyatt Zilara 

Le Blanc

Sandals

El Dorado Resorts 

Unico 20 87

1) How much time do you have to get away? If

only a few days, the Caribbean is ideal, but if

you have more time, the possibilities are

endless. 

2) Are you looking for a romantic trip or is this

going to be an adults’ group?

3) What are you looking to do on this trip? R&R

or sightseeing or adventure?

Some of our favourite Adult Only Resorts

include:

POWER TRAVEL |   416.996.6849     |  WWW.POWERTRAVEL.CA

Mom and Dad Getaways
 KID FREE TRAVEL IDEAS 

A

When travelling without the kids, we always recommend staying at an Adults Only

Resort! This will ensure a more relaxing, guilt free holiday!    

Pro Tip:

POWER TRAVEL |   416.996.6849     |  WWW.POWERTRAVEL.CA
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Luxury Travel 
                 

             hen you have kids in tow, it doesn’t

mean you have to give up on the luxuries in

life that you enjoy like high thread count

sheets, plush towels and full service

concierges. Whether you are headed to Asia,

Africa or the Caribbean, there are resorts and

hotels that cater to families and give special

attention to children while offering a luxurious

experience. Luxury hotels are often found in

the most ideal locations, offer highly

personalized service, and special touches

that enhance your vacation. 

Luxury Family Travel is about experiencing the

locations you are in, without having to

sacrifice the comforts of home.  It can include

special room categories that are are unique

and memorable.  After a day of sightseeing or

beach hopping, there is nothing better than

returning to accommodations that are just

perfect.

Luxury can be found at resorts, on cruises, in

every city and can be part of any of the types

of travel that are outlined in this book.
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Unique and family friendly luxurious accommodations & experiences:

Abercrombie and Kent – worldwide

escorted tours

Backroads – active travel escorted tours

Family Twist – family experiences in

Europe

Micato Safaris – Africa

Rocky Mountaineer – train travel across

Western Canada

Rovos Rail – across Africa

Ashford Castle - Ireland 

Belmond Mount Nelson Hotel – South Africa 

Belmoral Hotel – Scotland 

Forte Village Hotel Castello – Sardinia  

Four Seasons Resort Chiang Mai – Thailand

Four Seasons Resort Maui at Wailea – Hawaii 

Giraffe Manor - Kenya 

Grand Velas - Riviera Maya, Mexico  

Shangri-La Hotel - Singapore 

The Cove at Atlantis – Bahamas 

Villas of Destination – worldwide villas

Accommodations Experiences

W
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Packing Tips

YOURAWESOMEBRAND.COM

Avoid packing anything sharp and only very

limited liquids in your carry-on bags.   Bottles

and formula for babies are permitted but be

sure to check with airport.

Be sure to confirm luggage weight restrictions

before your departure for each   airlines. 

Discount carriers often allow less luggage and

usually charge a hefty fee.

Although often an additional charge, check in

as much of your stuff as possible.   When

traveling with kids and all their gear (diaper

bags, snacks, electronics, etc.) you have

enough to keep track of, so checking in your

luggage will be one less thing to worry about. 

As the kids get older and can responsibly take

care of their own bags, your carry-on strategy

can evolve.  

Pack double the snacks and diapers that you

think you might need – an unexpected lay over

or delay can cause havoc if not prepared. 

Kids entertainment will be the key to keeping

them busy.  Electronics, new toys, colouring

books – are all good activities (keep the play

doh at home, it can be messy for the airplane

and kids’ clothing).

Tie a ribbon or something unique to your bags

so they stand out at the carousel.  It will make

your bags easier to find and less likely that

someone will take your bag by accident.

Roll your clothes to avoid wrinkles.

Pack any liquids in a double zip lock bag in

case they leak.

Travel Tips

POWER TRAVEL |   416.996.6849     |  WWW.POWERTRAVEL.CA

Now that you have determined where you are going next on your vacation, here are some travel tips to

ensure you are fully prepared and ready to have a safe and enjoyable vacation!
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Tag bags with the luggage tags provided by

tour operators or cruise lines. If none are

provided, put your permanent address and

your destination address on your luggage tag

Put your contact information inside your

suitcase in the event the outside tags get torn

off in transit.

Keep all medications in their original containers

and pack them in your carry-on bag. 

Do not pack a separate luggage per person. 

The best strategy is to share luggage space so

if a bag doesn’t make it to your destination,

everyone at least has some of their stuff.   

Pack an extra pair of glasses or contact lenses

and bring your prescription for longer trips.      

Are adapters or converters required for any

electrical items you are bringing? Be sure to

have enough for all the kid’s electronics as well.

Leave expensive jewellery and valuables at

home. No need to walk around a foreign

country looking like a flashy target.

Pack your money, identification and tickets in

your purse/handbag and keep it with you at all

times.

Bring a pen to complete customs forms.  

If you have an early morning flight to a warm

destination, pack a change of clothes in your

carry-on bag as your room may not be ready

when you arrive.

Keep your luggage fresh by tossing in one or

two Bounce sheets – they’re also great for

storing your suitcases after you have travelled

too!  
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Trip Preparation

YOURAWESOMEBRAND.COM

Leave a copy of all important documents with

someone at home.   Scan or take a photo of

them with your cell phone so you always have a

copy available at any time. Include – passport,

travel insurance, credit & debit card details,

tickets & travel documents, important

prescriptions, etc.

If you are travelling for an extended period (over

30 days), register with the Canadian government

in case of any international emergencies such as

hurricanes, political unrest, pandemics etc.

If visiting less travelled parts of the world, bring

the Canadian Consulate phone numbers and

addresses with you in case of an emergency.

Familiarize yourself with any local customs or

laws so you don’t offend anyone or get into legal

trouble (Did you know it is illegal to wear

camouflage clothing in Barbados?)

If traveling without both legal parents, be sure to

get a consent letter from the parent who isn’t

traveling.

Do you have a current passport?   When does it

expire and how many pages are remaining in it?

Many countries require a passport to be valid for

6 months after you arrive in their country and

some need a minimum of 2 or 3 blank pages in it.

Do you need any vaccinations before you go? 

Speak to your family doctor to find out.

If anyone in your family has an allergy, create an

allergy translation card so you can easily

communicate your needs when at a restaurant.

Check the Country Reports and Travel Warnings

on the Canadian government website

www.travel.gc.ca.

Reconfirm your flight times 24 hours prior to

departure. Schedule changes happen.

Travel Tips
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Keep your valuables locked in your in-room safe.

Watch what you buy and bring back.   Are you

allowed to bring the items back to Canada and

have you exceeded your allowances?

Always carry your travel insurance

documentation, policy number and emergency

phone numbers with you. Make sure your travel

companions also know where you have this

information.

Each morning take an updated photo of your

child in the clothes they are wearing for the day. 

If they wander off, it will be easier to track them

down knowing exactly what they looked like that

day.

Do not leave your bags unattended and never

carry anything for someone else across a border

crossing.   Watch your children’s toys and

backpacks so that nothing is placed in them and

you act as an unsuspecting ‘taxi’.

Reconfirm your flight times 24 hours prior to your

departure.

While Away on your Trip
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Shirts     

Shorts/capris     

Pants     

Bras

Underwear     

Socks     

Pajamas     

Belts     

Flip flops       

Pool shoes     

Comfortable walking shoes     

Sandals        

Dress shoes       

Hair bands/accessories

Hats/visors     

Sweatband/bandanna

Jewelry/Scarves

Watches        

Sunglasses    

Swimsuits

Beach bag

_________________     

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________
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Clothing & Accessories

Packing List

Toiletries First Aid

Toothbrush      

Toothpaste

Soap/bath gel    

Shampoo      

Hair conditioner    

Deodorant      

Contacts/glasses    

Contact lens solution    

Sunscreen

Lip balm w/sunscreen

Face wash      

Face lotion

Body lotion

Q-Tips  

Makeup        

Make-up remover     

Nail polish

Tampons/pads     

Razors        

Shaving cream       

Tweezers      

Nail clippers    

Nail file        

Hair brush/comb

Hair gel/mousse

Hair spray      

Kleenex

_________________     

_________________

Prescription medications       

Band-Aids              

Antibiotic ointment         

Anti-itch gel/spray

Aloe vera gel

Antacids/stomach

remedies

Pain medicine     

Kids pain medicine     

Thermometer

Motion sickness remedies

Pain relief     

Sinus/allergy medicine      

Eyedrops     

Vitamins        

Cough drops

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________
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Additional  Items

Packing List
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Cell phone w/charger    

Underwater camera    

Beach bag      

Sewing kit     

First Aid kit

Safety pins     

Earplugs        

Insect repellent       

Antibacterial hand gel       

Wet wipes       

Stain wipes/stick     

Books/magazines

Playing cards     

Games      

_________________     

_________________

Kids Stuff

Special” blanket/toy

Board games    

Handheld games     

Kids ID tags  

Kids snacks

Airplane activities 

Diapers 

Wipes

_________________     

_________________ 

Before You Leave Home “To Do” List:

 Name, address, telephone number

 Vacation dates

 Itinerary during trip

 Vacation phone numbers

 Cell phone numbers

 Emergency number (a friend/relative)

Which lights will be left on

Which cars will be left out

Names of anyone checking/entering the house while

you’re away

Alarm information (if  necessary)

Give neighbors your travel information:

Give neighbors information about your house: 

Make arrangements for pet care      

Check all doors and windows are locked

Reduce heat, hot water heater and A/C settings

Secure all outdoor items    

Water plants 

Unplug appliances: TVs, coffee maker, toaster,

computers

Set light timers    

Stop newspaper delivery 

Stop mail delivery 

Set alarm

_________________

_________________

_________________
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Covid-19 Travel  FAQ
Are Canadians permitted to travel

outside of Canada?

Currently there is a non-essential travel

advisory in place for all Canadians. This means

that travel for recreational purposes is

restricted. This is expected to change soon

however, we do not have a date when this

warning will be lifted yet.  

With this in mind, we are currently planning

travel for 2021 and beyond.

Many airlines have introduced new measures

to ensure your safety while at the airport and

aboard the aircraft. 

New health screening questions and pre-flight

infrared temperature checks for customers

have been implemented. Disinfection of

frequently touched areas and HEPA filtration

systems to clean the air are being used.  Face

coverings are also required by all guests

aboard most airlines. 

All hotels and resorts have implemented new

cleaning and safety measures at their

properties.  This includes reduced capacity to

ensure social distancing, enhanced cleaning,

daily staff temperature testing and much more.

Protocols are continuously changing and at

Power Travel we work closely with each hotel

and resort to inform you of the current

updates.   

Prepare you for your new travel experience.

Make sure you understand where you’re

going and the new travel rules.

Screen every travel company to find the

right fit for you.

Provide you with expert, up to the

minute advice.

Help you navigate the rules of travel.

Hold your hand and be easily available.

Leverage insider contacts to help you have

a smoother trip.

Go the extra mile to get you home if

needed.

Solve your problems before, during & after

your travels.

Help you secure a refund/credit if

necessary and manage it for you, saving

you the time.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

What are the airlines doing to ensure

safe travel?

What are the resorts and hotels

doing to ensure safety?

What is the Power Travel Post

Pandemic Promise?
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Can Canadians travel within
Canada?

Inter-provincial travel is permitted among most

Canadian provinces.  Some restrictions apply

to certain provinces so contact us for the most

up to date details as they change daily. 

We understand that post-pandemic travel is

going to look very different than what you are

used too. As a Travel Agency, we will be here

to help you and promise to:
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Power Travel  provides you the best vacation

planning experience wherever you wish to travel.

We custom make your  Dream Holiday by

creating a vacation that’s a  perfect fit  for your

family, budget and style. Whether it’s an all-

inclusive vacation package, cruise or exotic

adventure, we are here to plan it from  start to

finish  so you do not have to worry about

anything. At Power Travel, we know that travel is

an investment in your time and money and that

you want the best value possible.  

We provide customized travel  based on your

passions, your interests, and your personal style.

It is also important to know our connection with

Virtuoso.  Virtuoso is a luxury travel consortia that

offers perks that you will not find on your own but

available when booking with Power Travel.   We

have connections with local suppliers and tour

operators to make sure that your trip is as

seamless and value- packed as possible.  

 

By booking with us, you also get the peace of

mind  knowing that if something goes wrong - a

natural disaster, global pandemic or an airline

strike - we are here to handle the details for you,

so you can continue to enjoy your vacation.

WWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM

 Preferred rates

 Room upgrade upon arrival

 Virtuoso-only amenities

 Daily breakfast for two

 Early check-in and late checkout

 Shipboard credits

 Exclusive shore excursions

 Welcome aboard receptions

 Dedicated onboard hosts

 Specialty dining

 Pre-paid gratuities

Virtuoso is a global luxury network of carefully

curated travel providers. Since Power Travel is

part of Virtuoso, we have access to

unprecedented knowledge and industry contact

that include the best places to stay and the

most life-defining experiences to pursue. 

When booking with Power Travel, a Virtuoso-

affiliated Travel Agency you receive many

complimentary extras at hotels and resorts and

may include:

If you're considering a cruise vacation,

complimentary extras may include:
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Working with Power Travel
What is Virtuoso?

The Benefits
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Pro Tip:
Create a Virtuoso Wanderlist which is an online portal where you can collect and share travel ideas with

your friends, family, and Power Travel. It is a fun, easy, and FREE tool to plan and create your bucket list.

There are so many ideas and activities that you can add to each dream trip and the portal is a place

where you can answer the questions that we have reviewed in this guide. Click HERE to access the site. 
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Step #1:
First we jump on a call and learn all about your family needs,

budgets and dream vacation ideas

Step #2:

We will help you choose the vacation of your dreams and

ensure that it's all reserved properly with no detail is

overlooked.  

We continue to be here to help before, during and after your

holiday.  We are your full service concierge to make sure you

have the vacation of your reams.  

Step #3:

We will narrow down the vacation locations and send you

curated options that match your needs and wants. 

No overwhelm or thousands of documents to go through! We

do all the heavy lifting!  We work tirelessly to offer you a

premium service and not overwhelm you by handing more

work over to you to complete or go through.

Steps to  Working  With Power Travel?
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There is no charge for most of the travel that is

researched, planned and booked with us.   We

are paid by the tour companies we use to

handle all the details. When you work with us,

you are getting superior service and supporting

a small business and family.  Nominal fees apply

to complex or custom itineraries, air tickets and

car rental bookings.

Power Travel is involved in every step of your

travel experience. After choosing the

destination, we can help with flights, seat

selection, airport transfers, excursions, special

requests, spa treatments and tee times. We

don’t just book your vacation, we help to create

experiences and memories for you.

What makes Power Travel Unique?
We travel extensively to resorts in Mexico,

the Caribbean, Europe and have cruised worldwide.  Our goal is to find the

perfect vacation for you based on your travel preferences and our personal

experiences. To do that, we take the time to learn as much as we can about your “must

haves” and match that to your perfect destination.

Our Recommendations 

Personalized Service
Exclusive opportunities not possible

through most organizations.  Bypass the lines at

the Louvre; the velvet ropes at the Sistine

Chapel, embark on a luxurious cruise with

special amenities, glide around the Caribbean

on a private sailboat or zipine through the

forests of Costa Rica.   If you can dream it, we

can plan it.

Unprecedented Access

Complimentary Service
The average online booker goes to more than

30 websites to plan a trip, spending hours sifting

through information and reviews posted by

strangers.   The online companies don’t care if

you are choosing the right resort, they just want

you to book.   When you book with us, we take

the time to learn your children’s names, ages,

your travel preferences and ask for feedback

when you return to help plan your next holiday.  

We Care
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WE TREAT ALL VACATIONS WITH THE SAME LOVE AND

ATTENTION THAT WE DO FOR OUR OWN VACATIONS.
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for reading our Guide to Stress Free Family

Vacations.   I trust that the information elicited

some great discussions in your family to start

travel dreaming.  

At Power Travel, you are not just a number but

rather a friend that we want to take care of for

years to come. We treat all vacations with the

same love and attention that we do for our

vacations. Also, we always available to help!

We know emergencies and health crisises can

happen and we take pride in being easily

accessible. Your safety and well-being are our

top priorities.

So are you ready to get on the plane to your next vacation? Have peace of mind that you

are vacationing with professional travel advisors who care about your family’s safety and

well-being. We look forward to creating a memorable family trip and making your travel

dreams come true. 

Contact Power Travel for a FREE consultation and learn about the stress-free way to travel

on your next family vacation. Click HERE to schedule your meeting.

We’ll plan your next dream vacation while  - you relax.

Thank You...

Contact  Information
Phone: 416.996.6849

Email: clara@powertravel.ca

Website: www.powertravel.ca
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Magic  Kingdom Thailand
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Italy

https://www.facebook.com/PowerTravel.ca/?eid=ARBwdBaRm_Pq12UqQVnViUSiP2cFGTMsC9UwwqR9VamkfaMUgT8LhhrBNb4eZiGyLNVdxOVdy6eHdNxH
https://calendly.com/powertravel/15min
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